
The 21st Century Global Economy – Sex, Tech, Capital, & Ecology 

“The pessimist complains about the wind;  
the optimist expects it to change; 

the realist adjusts the sails.” 
William Arthur Ward 

What is driving this amazing economic growth circa 1970-present, and yet at the same time has seen                 

your stocks plummet as much as 50% twice since 2000? The 24/7 media tracks the “Market” – the                  

“Dow”…”NASDAQ”…“S & P”…  But what drives all this “noise?”  

The underlying economic waves boosting growth and volatility are really “Sex” (demographics),            

Technology, and Capital flowing through Global Markets. And Ecology – wildfires, earthquakes,            

tsunamis – trigger random chaos over economies. Markets (see graph) are like ocean waves that               

ebb and flow from deeper energies.  

In the 60’s Proctor & Gamble stocks skyrocketed when it innovated disposable diapers, but then               

crashed as boomer babies grew past diaper age (“Demographics”).  

The 60’s also promised inexpensive nuclear energy, but then gave us nuclear’ s dark side at                

Chernobyl and Fukushima (“Technology’).  

In the ‘80s-‘90s, global markets also gave us Asian “Tiger Economies” (South Korea, Malaysia,              

Indonesia, Singapore, the Philippines) but on the flipside the “Asian Financial Crisis” of 1997. The               

2000s gave us the “promise” of home ownership for everyone, and the unintended consequence of               

the ’07-’09 mortgage debt crisis (“Capital”)  

 



What is really meant by “globalization?” Noted global economist Paul Tiffany describes globalization             

as “…the process whereby the nation-states of the world have become more closely             

integrated…trade, technology, capital flows across borders…barriers have been reduced. It is the            

triumph of the market over the state…that individual nations and their politicians no longer are able to                 

tell their citizens what they can buy or where they can buy it or how they can buy it. …That, in                     

conjunction with the revolution in shipping and inventory supply-chain management, has turned the             

entire world into a bazaar…”   1

The so-called “global economy” is not new. The “Cold War,” which lasted from 1945-1989, was really                

an interruption. In the 16th century, Spain’s armada leveraged Portuguese navigation; in the 17th              

century Holland dominated via early global commerce and banking; France followed in the 18th              

century and then of course Great Britain’s “commonwealth” which globalized trade and dominated             

40% of the world’s landmass; the After World War II, the U.S. worked with other nations to develop                  

new, global economic and political institutions (Bretton-Woods, the World Bank, World Trade            

Organization, the United Nations).  

So your wealth – your stocks, bonds, real estate, your savings - all ride these energetic yet volatile                  

waves. While you expect reasonable growth to your assets, are you prepared for the re-emerging               

global economy’s risks and volatility? 

What to do? First, try to understand how our financial lives are now fully exposed to this powerful                  

and unpredictable global economy – and that consequently we can’t fully control investment risk.              

Second, build risk-resilient assets (CDs, fixed indexed annuities, managed fixed income and bonds)             

into the foundation of your investment portfolio, and then hold a prudent portion of your investments in                 

higher risk assets (e.g., stocks, real estate). Third, try not to over-estimate return on investments –                

plan your work and then work your plan.  

1 Lecture, Paul Tiffany, [Haas Business School, U. California Berkeley, Adjunct Wharton School], “Why the United States will Continue                   
to Dominate the 21st Century,” General Session #6, Investment Management Consultants Association (IMCA), Fall Professional               
Development Conference, Denver Colorado, September 26th, 2008.  


